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Abstract
Wepresent studies on intra-molecular charge redistribution in iodine containingmolecules upon
iodine-4d photoionization. For this, we employed anXUV-pump-XUV-probe scheme based on
time-delayed femtosecond pulses delivered by the free-electron laser at DESY inHamburg (FLASH).
The experimental results showdelay dependent andmolecule-specific iodine charge state distribu-
tions that arise uponmultiple iodine-4d photoionization. Using the example of CH3I andCH2I2, we
compare the delay-dependent yields of I3+.Wemodel the involved processes using advanced ab initio
electronic structure calculationswhich include electron correlations combinedwith a classicalmodel
of the nuclearmotion. The qualitative agreement of ourmodel with the experimental results allows us
to relate the observed, stronglymolecule-specific efficiencies of the intra-molecular charge
rearrangement not only tomolecule-specific fragmentation timescales but also tomolecule-specific
electronic structure andmolecular environment.

1. Introduction

Charge rearrangement between atomic centers is vital for the formation and breaking of chemical bonds in
molecules. It is often triggered by basic processes such as photoabsorption or electron impact. In general, the
associated change in the electronic charge distribution triggers nuclearmotionwhich can result in substantial
structural changes. This has impact on applications such as imaging techniques [1], the processes involved are
central to radiation damage in biological samples and theymay trigger chemical reactions [2]. Due to its
element-specificity, in particular core excitation is of special interest since itmay give rise to site-specific
fragmentation [3], whichmight be used, for instance, to selectively breakmolecular bonds [4].

The vacancies, that emerge during core excitation, inevitably decay radiatively or electronically [5]. They are
thereby refilled bymoreweakly bound electrons. This refilling is accompanied by the emission of a photon or an
Auger electron, which carries away the excess energy. In contrast to the initial core vacancies, which are usually
strongly localized at the nuclei of a specific element, the emerging valence vacancies can be distributed among
multiple atomic sites.With respect to the decay of core vacancies in isolated atoms, the decay inmolecules can
therefore be associatedwith a transfer of positive charge fromphotoionized atomic sites to theirmolecular
environment. In experiments, this process has been observed to follow inner-shell photoionization of small
molecules containing iodine or selenium [6, 6–10]. In the context of fragmentingmolecules, the associated
charge spreading is well estimated by the classical over-the-barriermodel [11–14]. The occurrence of the process
has been demonstrated for distances betweenmolecular fragments up to 20Å [14]. So far, charge rearrangement
in fragmentingmolecules has beenmodeled using the classical over-the-barriermodel in the sequential single
photon intensity regime. In the high intensity,multiphoton ionization regime theXMOLECULE [15] approach
is usedwhich is based on a classicalmodel of the fragmentation dynamics that is fedwith atomand atomic ion
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parameters obtained from theHartree–Fock–Slatermodel of the individual atoms and atomic ions involved. In
this work, we focus on the low-intensity regime and significantly extend the considerations based on the purely
classical over-the-barriermodel by treating the charge rearrangement within themolecule fully quantum
mechanically using advanced electronic structure calculations that include electron correlations.

In this study, we report that the efficiency of charge rearrangement is not only determined by the
fragmentation dynamics of the respectivemolecule but it is also strongly determined by the respective electronic
structure.

For this purpose, we consider the iodine charge distributions that arise after XUVphotoionization of CH3I
andCH2I2molecules. These twomethane derivatives serve asmodel systems to exemplify the effect. To
stimulate intra-molecular charge rearrangement in thesemolecules, we used femtosecond pulses with a central
photon energy in the vicinity of the iodine-4d giant resonance at 82.7 eV. At this photon energy, the iodine-4d
photoionization cross section dominates the total cross section [16] and it exhibits a roughly constant value for
the different initial charge states Iq+ (q=0–2) [17]. This procedure allows us to selectively remove iodine-4d
electrons from themolecules. After the decay of these photo-induced vacancies, which occur predominantly via
Auger electron emission [18], themolecules are doubly charged and potentially unstable so that they can
subsequently undergo fragmentation. In this situation, nuclearmotionmay cause the isolation of iodine
fragments. Intra-molecular charge rearrangement is sensitive to this isolation.We can follow the separation of
the iodine containing fragments by using the XUV-pumpXUV-probe scheme. By controlling the delay time
between the twoXUVpulses we are able to put a timescale on the separation of themolecular fragments. The
charge state distribution is changing over time, as charges can not be rearranged across isolated fragments. The
final charge state distributionwill be sensitive to the different triggered fragmentation pathways, so that the
change in this distribution allows the reconstruction of fragmenting pathways.

To demonstrate the strongmolecule specificity of these processes and the associated overall electron
transfer, we used the following experimental scheme (see alsofigure 1): thefirst pulse is employed to photoionize
one iodine atom in its respectivemolecular environment. Thisfirst interaction of themolecule with the XUV
pulse and the subsequent ultra-fast electronic relaxation of the photo-induced iodine-4d vacancies occur in a
situationwhere the nuclei are in the respectivemolecule’s ground state geometry. This pumppulse triggers
nuclearmotion, as it removes electrons from the system, and themolecule starts to dissociate because of
Coulomb repulsion. The second and time-delayed pulse is then used to photoionize the iodine atomagain. The
larger the delay between the two pulses themore time elapses between the two photoionization events during
which the fragmentation and isolation of iodine fragments takes place. To determine the charge state
distributions that emerge from this fragmentation as a function of the time between the twoXUVpulses we used
ion-time-of-flight spectroscopy. This experimental scheme allows us to probe inter-atomic charge
rearrangement at various stages of the fragmentation following thefirst interaction of themolecules with the
XUVpulses—ranging from essentially intactmolecules for vanishing pump-probe time delays (Δt=0) to
fragmented ones for large time delays ( tD  ¥).

2. Experimental details

The experiment was realized at the PG2 beamline [19–21] at the free-electron laser atDESY inHamburg
(FLASH) [22–24]. The time resolvedXUV-pumpXUV-probe studies have been performed at 82.7 eV photon
energy using the split-and-delay unit (SDU) [25] of the PG2 beamline. It can split a XUVpulse into two and
induces a jitter-free adjustable delay up to 5.1 ps between the splitted parts of the beam. The FEL pulse duration

Figure 1.The basic concept of the experiment sketched for CH3I: the pumppulse photoionizes the iodine atoms in their respective
molecular environment. After the emission of a photoelectron and the decay of the core hole via Auger decay, the iodine atom is
doubly charged and nuclearmotion is triggered. Also, intra-molecular charge transfer between the iodine atomand themolecular
fragment is triggered. The probe pulse again photoionizes the iodine atoms and the core hole decays via Auger decay. For increasing
time delay between pump and probe pulse, the probability increases that themolecule is dissociated before the probe pulse can ionize
again. For long time delay tD  ¥ the probe pulse then ionizes isolated iodine fragments onwhich the positive charge remains.
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was in the range of 40 fs full width halfmaximum (FWHM) for bothmolecules, which has been estimated by
measuring the electron bunch length by the LOLA setup [26]. FLASHwas operated in themulti-bunchmode
generating 50 electron bunches with a bunch separation of 10 μs and a bunch train repetition rate of 10 Hz. This
mode allows us to collect a sufficient number of single shot spectra at each pump-probe time delaywithin one
beamtime campaign. The pulse energies,measured by the FLASHgasmonitor detectors (GMD) [27], and the
single shot ion spectra have been recorded on a shot-to-shot basis using a fast transient recorder (mTCA
ADQ412-4G) and the FLASH fast data acquisition system. This guarantees a perfect synchronization of all
measured properties and it allows a post-measurement sorting of the single-shot spectra. The created charged
fragments of the gas phasemolecules were detected by aWiley–McLaren-type [28] ion time-of-flight
spectrometer, whichwasmounted on a 90° angle to photon beam and gas needle, respectively. Further
description of the setup can be found in [7]. A single count discrimination schemewas applied to the ion time-
of-flight signal. Each single shot spectrumwas sorted according to its GMDand SDUdelay value into bins of
finite size in terms of pulse energy and time delay. By summing over all single shot spectra of one bin, we
obtained amass-to-charge spectrum for each bin. The photon intensity is fluctuating due to the SASE (self-
amplified spontaneous emission) process. By sorting the data by photon intensity and taking only data with low
pulse intensity, wemake sure to have single photon absorptionwithin the pump and probe pulse, respectively.
With a focused FEL beamof approximately 100 μmin diameter the intensity of a single pulse is approximately
1012 W cm−2. By comparing this level of irradiance with the ionization scheme of xenon [29], we can relate that
our spectra are in the regime of single photon absorption permolecule and pulse. Nomultiphoton ionization
steps occur at these intensities and higher charge states can only be reached via sequential single-photon
absorption.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ion time-of-flight spectra
Examples of ion time-of-flight spectra of CH3I andCH2I2 after photoionization at 82.7 eVphoton energy are
shown infigure 2. Themost prominent peaks are labeled for bothmolecules. The presented spectra have been
measured at the pump-probe delay of 400 fs and they show the ionized iodine fragments up to triply charged
iodine and the carbon fragments. The CH2

+ peak of CH2I2 exhibits also features from atomicN+ of the residual
gas, which has the samemass-over-charge ratio. The peak shapes of CH2I2 show a broadening for the charged
iodine ions, as already shown in [7] for themultiphoton excitation for these twomolecules. This broadening is
due to the strongCoulomb repulsion between the two iodine ions and the resulting high kinetic energy release
(KER) for the fragments. Correspondingly, for CH3I the broadening of the peaks is weaker because of the lower
repulsion of the iodine atom.

The highest iodine charge state is I3+ and it is also the only peak showing a significant time-dependency. By
integrating the area of the I3+ peak in the time-of-flight spectrum for each time delay bin, we can follow the in-
or decreasing of a signal over time. As I3+ charge state is the first charge state which can only be reached by two
sequential photoionizations and their subsequent Auger decay, wewill focus on this charge state distribution.

3.2. Time-dependency of the iodine 3+ charge state channel
For bothmolecules CH3I andCH2I2, the yield of the I

3+ charge state shows a strong pump-probe time delay
dependence between−400 and+400 fs asfigure 3 shows.

Most notably, for bothmolecules the I3+ signals are strongly reduced for zero pump-probe delaywith
respect to large delay values. Since the I3+ charge state is the highest charge state observed in the experiment, the
reduction of this charge state yield can be related to a shift of the charge state distribution towards lower iodine
charge states. Although the lower charged fragments should show an increasing charge state yield over time,
their peaks are strongly dominated by direct photoionization and the subsequent decay processes which obscure
themore delicate time dependent signal. However, the existence of the I3+ on the other hand indicates that two
photons have been absorbed at the same atomic iodine site. The change in time of this signal shows that the two
photons origin frompump and probe pulsewhich are delayed in time.

Our experimental findings can be concentrated on twomain results:

(1) The depletion of the normalized I3+ yield for zero pump-probe delay time is twice as strong for CH2I2
(-0.91± 0.1) as for CH3I (-0.47± 0.1). This indicates that even for perfectly overlapping pulses, less positive
charge is transferred inCH3I than inCH2I2.

(2) The characteristic timescales associated with the reduction of the I3+ yield (120(15) fs FWHM for CH3I and
292 (29) fs FWHMforCH2I2) are significantly different. This indicates that the isolation of iodine fragments
associatedwith fragmentation occurs for CH3Imore quickly than for CH2I2.
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Lower iodine charge states indicate that positive charge is distributedmore among the constituents of the
molecule. Hence, the data indicate that for temporally well separated pulses, charge is not as efficiently
redistributed as for simultaneously arriving ones. The key outcome of the experiment represents the fact that the
quantitativemanifestation of this behavior is stronglymolecule specific.

Figure 4 shows a simplemodel for the time dependent production pathways of the I3+ charge state for both
molecules. For CH2I2, we can focus on the twomain pathways: the pumppulse ionizes one iodine atom (step I)
and the emission of the photoelectron and the subsequent Auger electron produces I2+ at one atomic iodine site
of themolecule. Usually, charge transfer processes are happening faster than the dissociation process. Here,
charges are rearranged between the two iodine atoms before the dissociation takes place (step II). For small or

Figure 2. Ion time-of-flight spectra of CH3I andCH2I2 after photoionization at 82.7 eV photon energy. Themost prominent peaks are
labeled. Peak 13 corresponds to the I3+ charge state. The zoom-in shows the change in yield for two different delay values, respectively.
The neighboring peak is due to the excitation of the residual gas in the experimental chamber. Additional peaks from residual gas are
peaks 7-9, 11 and 12. Peak 5 inCH2I2 arises from atomswith amass of 14 u. The CH2

+ fragment of themolecule causes the broad part
of the peak, whereas the small atomic-like part originates from atomicN+ of the residual gas. Peak 10 isNe+whichwas used for
calibration purposes before themeasurement.

Figure 3.The integrated I3+ ion yield obtained from ion-time-offlight spectroscopy of the fragmented CH3I andCH2I2molecules, in
dependence of the pump-probe time delay. The spectra leading to each data point are the result of the sumof at least 1000 single shot
spectra. The integrated I3+ yield is set to 1 at the highestmeasured delay value for CH3I andCH2I2, respectively. At high delays the
yield turns into a plateau and does not change besides some fluctuations. Each yieldwas fittedwith aGaussian function, the FWHM
forCH3I is 120(15) fs and forCH2I2 292 (29) fs. The black dashed line represents the iodine I

3+ ion yield estimated on the basis of the
theoreticalmodel for pulses with durations of 40 fs (see equation (4)).
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zero delay between pump and probe, the probe pulse ionizes again one (after one charge transfer process now
singly charged) iodine atom in themolecule. After the absorption of the second photon the emission of the
photoelectron and theAuger electron produces now I3+. For the case of zero time delay themolecule will be still
intact, again charges can be rearranged over themolecule. This leads to two doubly charged iodine atoms (step
III)which thenwill undergo fragmentation, e.g. because of Coulomb repulsion. For increasing delay values
between pump and probe pulse, the nuclei of the already ionizedmolecule (step II)will start tomove away from
each other. The probability increases with higher delay that themolecule is already fragmented and the probe
pulse then ionizes isolated iodine atoms (step IV). For these isolated fragments no charges can be rearranged.

Themodel infigure 4(a) leads to a decrease in I3+ charge state yieldwithin the time framewhere charges can
be rearranged over themolecule and to an increase in this charge state yield for longer delays.

The same two pathways can be observed for CH3I. The range of a charge rearrangement process depends on
themass and charge and the distance of the involved atomswithin themolecule and can be described by the
classical over-the-barriermodel [11, 12]. As in this case charges can only be rearranged between the iodine and
theCH3 fragment, the nuclei are faster separated and the I3+ yield of CH3I exhibits a shorter timescale onwhich
charges are rearranged over themolecule.

To explain the differences in the depletion of the I3+ yield between the twomolecules we need to take
additional pathways into accountwhich createmore I3+ yield at zero delay values for CH3I compared toCH2I2.
These additional pathways include only one single charge transfer either after the pumpor the probe pulse. This
adds step IIIa, where after the probe pulse no charges are rearranged and themolecule then fragments with a
triply charged iodine atom.Another pathwaywould be that the first charge transfer does not take place (stepV).
The probe pulse ionizes I2+ and creates I4+. As long as the nuclei are notmoving out of the range for the charge
transfer, charges are rearranged leading again to a higher I3+ yield at zero delay values. Aswe do not see any I4+ in
our spectrawe can assume that either one of these charge transfers will happen andwe therefore do not include
that pathway in figure 4.

To explain the differences in the processes of bothmolecules we expand our considerations to theoretical
calculations.

3.3. Theoretical calculations
In the following, we support this interpretation of the experimental data by theoretical considerations.
Concretely, we demonstrate that the features observed in the experimental data (seefigure 3) are reproduced by a
simplemodel that is based on twomechanisms:

(A)The probability for the charge transfer associatedwith themolecular Auger decay ismolecule-specific.
(B)The timescales onwhich themolecules fragment are strongly different.
We estimate the charge transfer probability (A) on the basis of ab initio electronic structure calculations. The

molecule specific fragmentation timescales (B) are estimated on the basis of classicalmodels. On this basis, we
estimate the delay dependent I3+ ion productionwherebywe are able to reproduce the trends observable in the
experimental data.

Figure 4.Themodel of the relevant processes responsible for the I3+ ion yield production inCH2I2 (a) andCH3I (b). Because of the
charge transfer probability,more pathways create a triply charged iodine ion for CH3I than for CH2I2 at zero pumpprobe delay values.
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To estimate the charge transfer probability (A), we use ab initio electronic structure calculations. For this, we
employ the following procedure: first, we determine the iodine partial charges after the decay of photo-induced
iodine 4d vacancies inmolecules in their ground state geometry. By comparisonwith the isolated iodine atoms,
we deduce from these charges apparent charge transfer probabilities. Concretely, to determine the electronic
states that are populated after Auger electron emission associatedwith the decay of iodine 4d vacancies, we
employed themethod of population analysis [30]. The determined relative Auger intensities were applied to the
dicationic states that we obtained from the configuration-interaction based approach described in [31]. To
determine the iodine partial chargesQF, we employed a Löwdin population analysis [32, 33]

Q Z F n F . 1F
i

iå= - á ñ∣ ∣ ( )

Here, F n Fiá ñ∣ ∣ denote the expectation values of number operators associatedwith Löwdin iodine spin orbitals.
Fñ∣ denotes an eigenstate of the dicationicHamiltonian andZ is the iodine nuclear charge. Assuming that
potential initial electronic coherences in the dication are rapidly suppressed on few-femtosecond timescales due
to nuclearmotion [34, 35], we quantify the average charge of the iodine atoms by incoherently averaging the
partial charges associatedwith individual dicationic states weighted by their relative Auger intensity pI:

Q p Q . 2
F

I Få= ( )

Figure 5 shows the iodine partial charges for the electronic eigenstates of doubly and quadruply ionizedCH3I
andCH2I2molecules. After thefirst photoionization and subsequent Auger decay, themolecule is doubly
ionized. For CH2I2, this procedure yields an iodine partial charge of Q e1.0CH I2 2

~ ∣ ∣ (figure 5(c)) and for CH3I
Q e1.4CH I3

~ ∣ ∣ (figure 5(d)). Noting that the iodine partial charges of isolated iodine atomswould be 2, these
molecular iodine partial charges can be related to an apparent transfer probability of 1.0 for CH2I2 (cp.

Figure 5.The iodine partial charges (thin, blue sticks) for the electronic eigenstates of doubly and quadruply ionizedCH2I2 andCH3I
molecules. The thick, rose sticks represent relative Auger intensities associatedwith the decay of iodine 4d vacancies in neutral
molecules resulting in doubly ionizedmolecules and for the decay of iodine 4d vacancies in doubly ionizedmolecules which results in
quadruply ionizedmolecules. The red-dashed lines represent the iodine partial charge that is obtained by incoherent averagingwith
respect to the relative Auger intensities.
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figure 4(a) step II) and 0.6 for CH3I (cp.figure 4(b) step I). For CH3Iwe canmotivate the splitting of step I of
figure 4(b) into two pathways with different probabilities.

Applied to quadruply ionizedmolecules, after two photoionizations and their subsequent Auger decays the
procedure described above yields for (CH3I)

4+ an iodine partial charge of 2.65 e∣ ∣whereas for (CH2I2)
4+, an

iodine partial charge of only 1.85 e∣ ∣ is obtained. This can be related to an apparent transfer probability for two
subsequent electron transfers to be 1 for CH2I2 (cp.figure 4(a) step III). ForCH3I, it indicates that also the
second photoionization is followed by an electron transfer with a probability on the order of 0.6 (cp.figure 4(b)
step IV). This againmotivates the other pathway infigure 4(b): step IIIawith no charge transfer and step IIIbwith
a charge transfer after the second pulse.

We note that in both cases,most positive charge is distributed on the iodine atom (CH3I) and on the two
iodine atoms (CH2I2), respectively. Key result of these theoretical considerations represents thefinding that the
apparent probability for a charge rearrangement in themolecules in their ground state geometry is strongly
molecule specific, i.e. the probability for charge rearrangement is significantly lower for CH3I in comparison to
CH2I2.

We now turn to aspect (B) concerning the fragmentation dynamics that follow the electronic charge
rearrangement associatedwith the decay of photo-induced iodine 4d vacancies. The isolation of iodine
fragments associatedwith the fragmentation can limit the charge rearrangement in situations inwhichmultiple
photons are sequentially absorbed. In the experiment, this concerns specifically the charge redistribution that
follows the second photoionization event. To estimate the timescale onwhich isolation of iodine fragments can
occur subsequent to an iodine 4d ionization and the ensuingAuger decay, we can employ classicalmodels.
Concretely, we estimate the distance fromwhich on no charge transfer from the iodine fragments to other
molecular fragments can occur on the basis of the over-the-barriermodel [13, 14]. According to thismodel,
charge can be transferred between two fragments as long as the energy of themost weakly bound valence
electron is larger than the potential barrier formed by the core potentials of the two fragments involved. To
estimate the timescale onwhich the critical distances between the iodine atoms and other fragments can be
reached, we used a classical Coulomb explosionmodel consisting of two point charges located at the center of
mass of a singly charged iodine ion and its singly chargedmolecular environment, respectively, interacting via
their Coulomb repulsion. The ionization potentials of the iodine atomand itsmolecular environment,
respectively, which are needed as input for the over-the-barriermodel, were estimated on the basis of
Koopmans’ theorem [36]. On this basis, wefind that for CH3I the iodine can separate from themethyl group
alreadywithin 40 fs whereas isolation of the iodine atoms inCH2I2 can occur only after 180 fs.We note that this
trend is indicated in the significantly different timescales associatedwith the increase of the I3+ signal. The
probability for photoionization dpion during an infinitesimal time interval dt is proportional to the ionization
rateΓ: dpion=Γdt.With this, the probability for the second photoionization to be followed by intra-molecular
charge rearrangement can be estimated by:

p
t t t t

t t t t
1

d d

d d
, 3t

t T

t

Fragmentation

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

1

1 max

1

ò ò

ò ò
- =

G G

G G
-¥

¥ +D

-¥

¥ ¥

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
( )

whereΔTmax represents themaximum time between two photoionization events such that the iodine atom and
iodine atoms, respectively, have not been isolated, i.e.ΔTmax is 40 fs for CH3I and 180 fs for CH2I2, respectively.

Whenmodeling the formof the time-dependent ionization rate in terms of a sumof twoGaussian functions:

t e e , 44 ln 2 4 ln 2t t t2
2

2

2G µ +- -
t t

-D
( ) ( )

( )

where τ∼40 fs is the pulse duration andΔt represents the pump-probe time delay, we can reproduce the key
features present in the experimental data (see figure 3). The differences between themodel and the experimental
data are likely due to the potentially oversimplified fragmentation dynamicmodel considered. It suggests that
more effort has to bemade to develop a complete picture of the processes involved including a quantum
chemical description of the dissociatingmolecules. Using the classicalmodel the timescales onwhich the
molecules stay intact are overestimated. The I3+ charge state channelmay be also produced by other
fragmentation processes ending in this precise charge state channel butwhich are not connected to the calculated
charge transfer processes. These additional channelsmay contribute to the overall difference betweenmodel and
experimental data. Regardless, themodel reproduces the key features in the experimental data and it visualizes
the importance of the charge transfer efficiency in these fragmentation channels.

4. Summary

To conclude, we experimentally demonstratedmolecule-specific iodine charge state distributions that arise
uponmultiple iodine-4d photoionization of CH2I2 andCH3Imolecules.We used 40 fs short XUVpulses of
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FLASHof different delay in a pump-probe scheme to create 4d holes with subsequent Auger decay at the iodine
atoms. The delay dependent yield of I3+ is stronglymolecule dependent and allowed us to track down charge
transfermechanisms and fragmentation timescales in bothmolecules. As themolecules fragment on different
timescales, themolecules exhibit different timescales for possible charge transfer. InCH3Imost charges are
rearrangedwithin a FWHMof 120(15) fs, in CH2I2 with a FWHMof 292(29) fs. These experimental results are
in accordancewith ab initio electronic structure calculations, which show that the differences in the I3+ charge
state yield result frommolecule specific charge transfer probabilities. Charges aremore efficiently distributed
between the two iodine atoms inCH2I2 than between the iodine atomand themethyl groupCH3 inCH3I. This
leads to a higher I3+ charge state yield inCH3I for zero pump-probe delaywhich can be seen in the
experimental data.

The experiments indicate that even the dissociation of simplemolecules is non-trivial.We show, that charge
transfer processes have to be considered specifically for everymolecular environment. Using advanced
electronic structure calculations including electron correlations, the charge rearrangementwithin themolecule
can be treated fully quantummechanically. The efficiency of charge rearrangement is not only determined by the
fragmentation velocity of the respectivemolecule but it is also strongly determined by the respective electronic
structure.
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